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Summary
Shingle beaches provide a vital element of the flood and coastal erosion defences
along the Bulverhythe frontage. The monitoring and management of this asset is
therefore crucial to the successful and sustainable delivery of flood and coastal erosion
protection.
The condition and performance of different beach sections are currently monitored
through the Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme. This report evaluates
changes along the coastline over a 12-month period from the BMP survey in July 2010
to the BMP survey in July 2011. The key findings are listed below:


A net gain of 7,374m3 was observed along the Bulverhythe frontage over the
reporting period 2010-2011. This compliments the net gain of 10,674m³ recorded
over the previous reporting period (2009-2010). This year is the second since the
Bulverhythe replenishment scheme to produce an accretive trend. The gain is
thought to be a result of longshore drift transporting material from Pevensey Bay,
further west along the coast. Material is expected to pass through Bulverhythe to
Hastings and eventually be lost at Fairlight.



The area between Cliftonville Way and Cinque Ports Way (Section 5) is the most
accretive section with a gain of 8,174m3.



The most erosive section this year was Section 1, which lost 4,607m3. However,
perhaps more interestingly, section 2 also lost 2,204m 3. This observation also goes
against the previous year’s recordings which showed a large accretion in this
section.



The influx of material from MU26 and MU27 into MU25 is likely to continue, however
distribution of material within the management unit is likely to remain uneven.
Overall an accretion of 7,500m3 is unaccounted for within the unit and therefore
must have come from an outside source. The excess volume is close to the
estimated value of material which contractors allow to move alongshore when
replenishing Pevensey Bay.



There were two storm events within this reporting period which exceeded the 3.0m
threshold in November 2010, affecting this site and others further west along the
Channel coast. The two storms, in quick succession, resulted in a steepening of the
beach gradient and the need for post storm surveys to be undertaken.

It is important to recognise the potential inconsistency in short-term trends. As with
many coastal areas a lot of annual variability is expected. Thus, drawing conclusions
with increased confidence will become possible as more data is collected, with regard
to annual losses, net sediment drift and erosion/accretion trends in section sub-units.
Scheduled future monitoring includes profile surveys in autumn 2010 and spring 2011,
and in addition post-storm surveys may be carried out if any event is deemed to have
significantly affected the frontage. An interim report will be issued on completion of the
spring profile survey, with the next BMP report scheduled to be issued after completion
of the summer 2011 beach plan survey. All historic monitoring data is accessible online
(www.channelcoast.org), and future surveys will be available after satisfying quality
assurance procedures.
v
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1.0 Introduction
As part of the Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Project, the section of coastline in
Management Unit (MU) 25 is surveyed three times a year with land based GPS
techniques. These comprise biannual profile surveys and an annual beach plan survey,
full details of which can be found in the explanatory notes (Annex A). In addition to this
bathymetric surveys of the adjacent seabed were conducted in 2003 and 2006. The
location of the frontage is shown in Figure 1.1, along with the location of tide and wave
gauges in the southeast region.
MU25 (Bulverhythe) consists of 2.5km of shingle beach situated in East Sussex
between Galley Hill, Bexhill, and Cinque Ports Way, Hastings. The coastline at this
location is generally well developed, with 80 commercial properties, over 700 residential
properties, major communications; including the A259, and the Brighton to Hastings
railway line all proximal to the coast. This stretch of coastline is included and detailed in
the Beachy Head to South Foreland Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) and the
Cooden to Cliff End Coastal Defence Strategy (CDS).
Data preceding the Bulverhythe Sea Defences scheme is available from the summer of
2003.
In 2006 the Bulverhythe Sea Defences project was completed for the Environment
Agency. The project consisted of:


The removal of 36 ineffective and dilapidated timber groynes ,



The construction of 9 rock groynes and 750m of rock revetment,



A capital recharge of 60,000m³.

Due to the extensive nature of changes to the beach, the management unit boundaries
were modified in 2007. MU25 Now covers what was the eastern end of MU6 (BMP34,
2006) and the western end of MU7 (BMP35, 2006). This report covers the changes in
beach topography between July 2010 and the most recent 2011 survey.
Bulverhythe frontage is managed by the Environment Agency who maintains the
frontage as a ‘hold the line’ policy in line with the recommendations of the shoreline
management plan, in order to protect the rail/road infrastructure and settlements.

1.1 Coastal Processes
On the large scale, the coastal landscape comprises moderately resistant chalk cliffs at
Beachy Head, low-lying shingle and alluvial areas at Pevensey and Hooe Levels, as
well as heavily faulted (and thus unstable) Cretaceous Ashdown Sands and
Fairlight/Wadhurst Clay cliffs from the outskirts of Bexhill through to Cliff End. The
geological background of the coastline shows the shingle foreland of Langney Point and
the Crumbles, in Pevensey Bay to be developed upon a foundation of Gault and
Wealden mudstones. It is a comparatively modern feature in geological terms
(c.3,000BP), that probably originated as a bar or spit. Fine sand to grey clays has been
accumulating in the lee of the coastal shingle barrier for thousands of years, to form
tidal flats and saltmarsh deposits. Historically material from the Crumbles has been
1
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moved along the coast in an easterly direction, towards Hastings and Dungeness; the
contemporary shingle store is therefore not as significant as it once was.
The offshore wave data (Babtie Dobbie and HR Wallingford, 1991) shows that the
majority of waves and storms originate from the southwest, thereby resulting in a west
to east transportation of sediment along the frontage. Anthropogenic constraints have
greatly influenced coastal evolution, with the construction of groynes reducing, then
finally halting erosion along the Beachy Head to Norman’s Bay area of the coastline.
The first groyne system is evident on the 1875 edition of the Ordnance Survey maps,
and since their construction this section of the coastline has remained reasonably
stable with the exception for occasional local erosion during the winter storms (Halcrow,
2000). Frontages between Bexhill and Hastings are heavily managed, with defences
holding the plan position of the shoreline.
The MU25 coastline at Bulverhythe shows distinct annual trends, and although the
cliffed sections of this section of coast are retreating at a reasonably consistent rate the
intermittent low-lying areas are extremely dynamic and respond quite rapidly to
changes in forcing factors. In essence this is not a static coastline; cliffs are eroding,
low-lying areas are vulnerable to flooding and sediment is constantly being transported
alongshore, in an eastwards direction, despite the frontage being heavily defended and
managed.
There is a shingle and sand foreshore with shore platform bedrock comprising
Tunbridge Wells silts and sandstone, which frequently outcrop along this frontage. The
outcrop, across the inter-tidal zone, acts as a natural groyne to the longshore
transportation of material. Groynes punctuate the updrift frontages and extend as far
westwards as Eastbourne. They include the marina breakwaters that reduce the
transport of the limited available sediment to this frontage, necessitating the
construction of similar defences that, in turn, deprive frontages further downdrift of
sediment input.
Modeling has confirmed that there are high potential rates of movement along this
section of the frontage, particularly in front of Hastings Cliffs, where potentially the net
annual rate can be as low as 4,700m³/year (South Foreland to Beachy Head SMP,
1996) or up to 10,000m3/year, which suggests that this stretch of the coastline is
vulnerable to erosion (Halcrow, 2000). The eastern extremity comprises a shingle and
sand foreshore that fronts the low-lying alluvial area of Combe Haven and the
Bulverhythe Valley. There is a comparative lack of contemporary sediment input to this
frontage, which has resulted in the diminishing stock of available foreshore sediments.
Updrift developments are responsible for the interruption of sediment and despite
recharge schemes; the shingle beach at Bulverhythe has suffered an overall loss of
material since 1973. The significant landward movement of the Low Water Mark means
that a steeper foreshore has developed.
The deficit of available foreshore sediments has resulted in a reduction in the degree of
natural foreshore protection afforded to the low cliffs. Geological controls exert an
influence on localised sea cliff behavior, primarily due to the presence of clay within the
cliffs.
Over the past century the tendency has been for cliff line recession, with particular
events occurring primarily where the less durable Fairlight Clay is present. The Combe
Haven inlet was blocked by drifting shingle in the 16th and 17th Century, since then the
frontage has become recessional in response to sea level rise. At Bulverhythe erosion
2
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has occurred since the late 19th century, some of which may be due to large quantities
of ballast being removed from the beach for industrial purposes.
It is likely that there will be a continued denudation of presently available foreshore
sediments in response to sea level rise. This would result in progressively increased
vulnerability of the backshore slope and low sea cliffs, leading to a tendency for
episodic landsliding in the clayey layers of the low cliff; this will, however, yield only a
relatively small volume in terms of fresh sediment input. Inundation of the low-lying
valley of Bulverhythe will become a regular occurrence, which will result in a widening
of the river mouth. If this were to occur then alongshore transport would be interrupted.
In the future it is likely that the foreshore would migrate landwards in response to rising
sea levels with potential, due to the limited available sediment supply, for segmentation
and ultimate breaching. Breaching of the foreshore would result in inundation of the
Bulverhythe Valley and the re-formation of a tidal inlet.

1.2 Defence & Management
Following the Environment Agency’s Bulverhythe Sea Defences Scheme, the frontage
is protected by a shingle beach held in place with a series of rock groynes, and two
stretches of rock revetments. To the rear of the beach a concrete wall protects the
slopes. The structures are designed to protect against breaching and overtopping by
storms with a minimum return period of 1 in 200 years, for a period of 100 years.
The study area includes sites of cultural importance, in particular the wreck of the
Amsterdam (1749), which is designated and protected under the Protection of Wrecks
Act, 1973, and a pre-historic submerged forest. Bulverhythe Shingle Beach and the
Cliffs have also been designated a site of local importance to nature conservation
(SNCI) in respect of coastal flora. The study area also includes the Combe Haven Site
of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).

3
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Figure 1.1: Site Location and Wave/Tide Gauges
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2.0 Design Conditions
The Bulverhythe Coastal Defence Scheme was designed to provide flood and coastal
protection for the next 100 years against a 1 in 200 year flood event. The scheme was
completed in January 2006, which saw the replenishment of 51,000m3 onto the shingle
beach. A total of 18 timber groynes were replaced by a 750m rock revetment, flanked
by two rock groynes. The Project Appraisal Report (PAR) allowed for a 9500m 3/year
replenishment to maintain the beach at its designed level of protection.

5
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3.0 Surveys
All topographic and bathymetric surveys are referenced to a Global Positioning System
(GPS) control grid, established for this programme, and conducted according to the
current Environment Agency’s National Specification, summarised in the Explanatory
Notes (Annex A).

3.1 Topographic Surveys
The schedule of completed surveys since the start of the Regional Monitoring
Programme is given in Table 3.1. Digital Ground Models of the 2011 Beach
Management Plan topographic survey are shown in Annex B, superimposed upon the
ortho-rectified aerial photographs of 2005. The method used for deriving Digital Ground
Models is given in the Explanatory Notes (Annex A).
Table 3.1 Schedule of Topographic Surveys

MU25
Profile
14/09/2003*
27/09/2003^
24/10/2003*
26/10/2003^
20/03/2004*
25/03/2004^
27/09/2004*
30/09/2004^
25/04/2005^
26/04/2005*
20/06/2005*
22/07/2005^
20/10/2005*
15/10/2005^

Beach Plan
14/09/2003*
27/09/2003^

Post-storm

27/09/2004*
30/09/2004^

20/06/2005*
22/07/2005^

11/11/2005 *
13/11/2005^
08/12/2005^
01/02/2006*P
02/02/2006^P
26/04/2006*L&B
27/04/2006^L&B
06/06/2006*
26/06/2006^
07/09/2006*L&B
08/09/2006^L&B

01/02/2006*P
02/02/2006^P

06/06/2006*
26/06/2006^

09/12/2006*
10/12/2006^
19/03/2007*
20/03/2007^
30/06/2007
26/09/2007
05/02/2008

30/06/2007

24/03/2008
03/08/2008
17/11/2008

03/08/2008
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MU25
Profile
09/02/2009
12/07/2009
17/08/2009
02/09/2009
20/11/2009
14/02/2010
27/07/2010
09/11/2010

Beach Plan

Post-storm

12/07/2009
17/08/2009
02/09/2009

27/07/2010
16/11/2010

16/02/2011
18/07/2011

18/07/2011

* Surveyed as part of Phase I MU6
^ Surveyed as part of Phase I MU7
P - Post works survey conducted at Bulverhythe only
L&B - Additional Longdin & Browning intermediate survey

3.2 Bathymetric
The schedule of surveys since the start of the Regional Monitoring Programme is given
in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Schedule of Bathymetric Surveys

MU25
Date

Line Spacing

Distance Offshore

19/09/2003 (MU6)
14/09/2003 (MU7)
06/05/2006 (MU6)
08/05/2006 (MU7)

50m
50m
50m
50m

1,000m
1,000m
1,000m
1,000m

7
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4.0 Beach Management Operations
In order to maintain adequate beach levels one of three actions is undertaken on an
annual basis on the Bulverhythe frontage;
A) Beach reprofiling.
This would be carried out by bulldozer with the main aim being to achieve the
maximum level of protection given the quantity of shingle within each bay.
B) Beach Recycling (within the groyne system)
This can take place in many ways, however primarily heavy machinery will be
used to transport material along the coast.
C) Beach recharge from offshore source
This is programmed to occur every year as part of the approved project costing
in the Project Appraisal Report. It will only be appropriate where sufficient
quantities of material are required to make it cost-effective. A total of 9,500m3
has been allowed for annual recharge, where needed.

The Bulverhythe Coastal Defence Scheme (2006): For shingle capital recharge
schemes in the Southeast the expected percentage loss within the first year is 10-15%,
however this section of coastline has a much faster longshore drift rate due to the
groyne field configuration, beach orientation and wave approach so the beach cannot
hold the beach material for long. Figure 4.1 shows the losses on the Bulverhythe
frontage post-replenishment. The actual deposition volume was calculated at close to
51,000m3. During the first year the scheme lost 5,555m 3, which equates to 10.89%.
This value is within the expected loss bracket after shingle replenishment. In the
second year (2007-2008) the scheme lost 12,162m3 which when subtracted from the
value first deposited (51,000m3) equates to a loss of 17,717m3. This additionally
equates to a loss of 34.7% within the first two years. 2008-2009 saw a loss of just 1,025m3 relating to a 3% loss and a reasonable scheme performance.
September 2010: Maintenance recharge was conducted in September 2009 bringing
5,044m3 of beach grade material to the beach fronting the rock revetment. The berm
width was extended and the beach re-profiled to improve the standard of protection
offered to the revetment. This maintenance recharge is reflected in the annual change
on the section with an increase of 10,627m 3. Despite this the scheme was performing
slightly worse than predicted
The expected replenishment per year allows for 9,500m 3, which is approximately 20%
of the original replenishment volume. The annual net erosion is currently less than this
however this is largely dependent on the influx of material from Pevensey Bay and
Bexhill in future years. For example, this reporting year showed a large increase in
material due to natural processes of longshore drift from Pevensey and Bexhill. This
gives the impression that the scheme performance is working extremely well. However,
it highlights the inherent dynamic nature of the coastline, with significant fluctuations
expected on an annual basis. This gain could turn to a loss next year as material moves
in an easterly direction. The Bulverhythe Coastal Defence scheme was designed to
increase the standard of protection to a 750m stretch in Section 4. This section has
shown continual losses and is an area of concern. More information on the losses can
be found in Section 4 of the Analysis.
8
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5.0 Analysis
To aid purposeful analysis the unit has been split into five sections as depicted in Figure
5.1. These reflect changes in beach configuration and/or the presence of terminal
structures. Table 5.1 provides a summary of volume change within each section during
the period between the 2010 and 2011 summer BMP surveys.
Table 5.1: MU25 - Summary of Erosion/Accretion for 2009-2011

Section

Polygon

Area
(m²)

Error
Estimate*
(m3)

Erosion/Accretion
(2009 to 2010)
(m3)

Erosion/Accretion
(2010 to 2011)
(m3)

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

11,242
11,640
9,001
9,724
10,545
10,906
12,511
14,069
4,909
7,693
7,382
5,497
6,036
7,692
7,561
12,000
8,166
7,975
8,890
11,177
15,434

+/- 337
+/- 349
+/- 270
+/- 292
+/- 316
+/- 327
+/- 375
+/- 422
+/- 147
+/- 231
+/- 221
+/- 165
+/- 181
+/- 231
+/- 227
+/- 360
+/- 245
+/- 239
+/- 267
+/- 335
+/- 463

-1,010
-1,273
1,420
-245
-548
1,557
-505
-896
93
2,734
2,160
282
-1,479
-2,659
-3,362
667
7,123
5,854
2,243
115
-1,644

-2,643
-1,424
1,620
258
-2,033
-2,049
-338
283
193
-2,495
-204
567
765
2,156
2,620
1,924
-503
-1,335
2,029
2,364
5,619

10,627

7,374

2
3

4

5

Net

* Significant Change is highlighted through shading. (Blue is accretion, red is erosion). Significant
change includes values which exceed the error estimates which are calculated as the survey area is
multiplied by a +/-30mm error margin. Although unlikely, the error of the combined surveys can be up to
double this figure.

Detailed analysis for each section is provided on the following pages.
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Figure 5.1: MU25 Beach Analysis Sections
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5.1 Difference Models
Now that the 2011 BMP data set has been compiled, it is possible to overlay the results
of the survey with BMP data from 2010. This enables comparative volumetric analysis
to be undertaken to determine change over a given period. Through the use of threedimensional ground models and ortho-rectified aerial photography, it is possible to
create a visual interpretation of the volumetric change that has occurred during each
analysis period. This is shown in Plate 1 (1-7), which indicates areas of net erosion or
accretion (N.B. a 0.25m difference in elevation is considered as “no change”) and the
location of any extraction/deposition sites.
Negative values represent erosion that has occurred between 2010 and 2011, and
positive values indicate accretion. Whilst these figures show an overall change in beach
volume within each discrete section, it should be recognised that the data is based on
the BMP survey, which is undertaken once each year. It is therefore only a snapshot of
one moment in time, and the particular dynamics of each frontage need to be taken into
account. This ensures that the information shown in the difference models represents
the net change rather than capturing a particular extreme variation caused by a large
event.

5.2 Profile Evolution
While beach plan surveys provide a more accurate view of morphological change and
beach volume levels, profiles clearly illustrate the changes in beach cross section. In
addition, the 2011 BMP survey beach profiles have been cross-referenced with the
other profile surveys carried out over the past year in order to ensure that the results
from the difference models are representative of net profile change. This then gives an
indication of the beach variability over three time steps in each individual year.
The Cross-Sectional Area (CSA) has been calculated for all beach profiles. This is
calculated as the area of profile above a Master Profile (MP). In general, the lower
boundary of the MP is the transition between the beach face and the foreshore (i.e. the
beach toe). The landward boundary is either the seawall or, where a hard structure is
not present, the landward extent of the stable part of the beach. The Master Profile is
held constant for a given profile line and therefore the changes in CSA through time can
be derived.
This unit contains 58 profiles that are surveyed in conjunction with the annual beach
plan survey. Of these, 21 are designated profiles that are re-surveyed twice a year in
spring and autumn and in the aftermath of major storm events. In addition, because of
the vulnerability of the site, and in order to assess the effectiveness of the scheme, full
beach plan surveys (including intermediate and designated profiles) are carried out in
the spring and autumn as well as the summer.

15
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5.2.1 Section 1 (Polygons 1-2 , Profiles 4c01523 – 4c01517)
Section 1 is the most western section of the management unit and during 2010-2011 it
lost 4,067m3. This was the largest loss during the reporting period with both polygons
showing significant erosion in relation to their area. This section has shown alternating
trends of erosion and accretion and is largely dependent on the sediment feed from
4cMU26.
Losses are noticed across the whole beach face as shown by Figure 5.2, Profile
4c01523 in polygon 1, which lost -2,643m3 of beach grade material.

MHWS

9m recession

Figure 5.2 – Beach Profile 4c01523

16
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5.2.2 Section 2 (Polygons 3-6, Profiles 4c01516A – 4c01504A)
Section 2 comprises of 480m of beach divided by rock groynes and backed by a rock
revetment. During the reporting period 2010-2011, this area lost 2,204m3, with two
polygons accreting and two eroding. Polygon 3, in the western groyne bay, showed the
most significant accretion of 1,620m3 in the section. The accretion is predominantly
focussed around the beach toe with small linear bands of erosion shown on the middle
shoreface. Figure 5.3 has been included to show the cross sectional profile at this
location (4c01514A).

Accretion

MHWS
Erosion

Accretion

Figure 5.3 – Beach profile 4c01514A

The two easterly polygons in this section show significant losses in relation to their
areas. Erosion is focussed on the upper beach face and beach crest as shown by
Profile 4c01506, Figure 5.4. The difference model shows erosion on the mid shore with
no evidence of accretion. However, from the SANDs profile, it can be seen that there is
accretion around the beach toe. The foreshore is an area of interest for the strategic
monitoring programme, but is omitted from volume calculations because it is typically
composed of finer sediment, where from an engineering/management point of view the
volume of shingle is most important.
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MHWS
7m recession

Figure 5.4 – Beach Profile 4c01506

5.2.3 Section 3 (Polygons 7-8, Profiles 4c01503A – 4c01498)
Section 3 is located just west of the rock revetment, with the overall volumetric change
totalling -55m3; a volume of low significance. This is the sum of one accreting and one
eroding polygon, of which neither have changed significantly.. Bands of erosion and
accretion are noted indicating that cross-shore processes are in operation. The
insignificant change in this polygon could suggest that this section is relatively stable,
reaching equilibrium. However, from reviewing previous years, it can be seen that it is
fluctuating between erosion and accretion (Table 6.1). With another years BMP data, it
will be easier to ascertain whether this section is reaching equilibrium.
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5.2.4 Section 4 (Polygons 9-16, Profiles 4c01497 – 4c01474A)
Section 4 encompasses the beach fronting the rock revetment and one polygon just
east; in total 8 polygons. The volumetric gain recorded within this management unit is
5,526m3. Six out of eight polygons showed a significant gain in material, tending to be
in the eastern half of the section, and only one polygon showed a significant loss,
located in the west of the section.
Polygon 10 showed a loss of 2,495m3 of beach material, which was seen across the
whole beach face. The beach in front of the rock revetment is fairly small and highly
susceptible to erosion. Due to the incapability of the beach to protect the land behind,
the rock revetment acts as an artificial beach. The beach in front of the revetment
receives regular maintenance as discussed in the Beach Management Operations,
Section 4. Figure 5.5 demonstrates the loss of beach grade material over Profile
4c01490. Since the scheme was implemented in 2006 the crest has cut back by 6m.
The beach now follows a 1:5 slope instead of the designed 1:8 due to a thin layer of
shingle lying on the face of the revetment. The beach now provides very little protection
to the revetment and should be monitored closely.

MHWS

Figure 5.5 – Beach Profile 4c01490
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Polygon 14 shows a significant gain of 2,156m3. The accretion is shown in two bands at
the beach toe and the beach crest, Figure 5.6 (Profile 4c01478A). Prior to this year, the
beach had retreated by as much as 10m. However this year a 6m accretion has left the
beach 2.5m from the post-replenishment profile. Since 2006 the section has alternated
between net losses and gains. Its dynamic nature may be the result of the rock
revetment. The design and positioning of the rock groynes and breakwaters, combined
with the natural west to east longshore drift are causing shingle to build up at the
eastern end of this section.

MHWS

6m accretion

Figure 5.6 – Beach Profile 4c01478A

5.2.5 Section 5 (Polygons 17-21, Profiles 4c01473A – 4c01459)
Section 5 is the most eastern section within the Bulverhythe frontage. It consists of five
polygons, which cumulatively have gained 8,174m3; the largest volumetric change this
year. All polygons showed a significant gain in material bar the two most westerly
polygons, which showed significant losses.
Losses in polygons 17 and 18 are focussed on the lower shoreface and are most likely
a result of the dominant drift direction acting from west to east, with sediment starvation
from a large rock groyne just west of this section. These losses can be seen in figure
5.7 on Profile 4c01470.
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MHWS

Figure 5.7 – Beach Profile 4c01470

Gains in the eastern stretch of Section 5 are shown on the middle to upper beach face,
Figure 5.8, Profile 4c01463 which is a representative cross section within the area. The
most eastern 3 polygons gained 10,012m3 in total, a large volume of accretion over one
reporting year. This could be the sink for the large-scale losses shown in Sections 1
and 2. However, this could also be a response to the beach replenishment works
carried out in August 2009. Contractors of the replenishment scheme at Pevensey and
Bexhill deposited a large volume of material (c. 10,000m 3) in order for the material to
pass along to other management units. This could be the source of the large-scale
gains in the east of this section.

9m accretion

MHWS

Figure 5.8 – Beach Profile 4c01463
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5.4 Bathymetric Data Analysis
It is not possible to undertake bathymetric analysis as survey data is currently being
collected. Therefore the 2012 BMP Report will include bathymetric analysis.

5.5 Changes in Mean High Water Mark
The Mean High Water mark for Bulverhythe is +2.90m OD. The MHW contour has
been cut out of the Digital Ground Models for 2007 (the first dataset since the
Bulverhythe Defence Scheme was put in place) and 2011 (the current dataset) and
compared in Plate 3; shown on the following pages. On the whole the MHW mark has
translated seawards since the scheme has taken place.
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6.0 Long-Term Summary
Table 6.1 shows the changes in volume for each management unit since 2006. These
figures include any replenishment that has been carried out since monitoring began.

Volume Change (m3)
Section
1

2

3

4

5

NET

2006-2007

1,093

12,058

-6,939

-28,725

16,958

-5,555

2007-2008

-868

3,077

8,475

-5,160

-17,686

-12,162

2008-2009

2,659

-7,211

2,191

11,867

-10,561

-1,055

2009-2010

-2,283

2,184

-1,401

-1,564*

13,691

10,627*

2010-2011

-4,607

-2,204

-55

5,526

8,174

7,374

NET

-3,466

7,904

2,271

-18,056

10,576

-771

Table 6.1: MU25 Beach Volume Change Summary (2006 - 2011)
3

*N.B these values from 2009-2010 include the 5,044m replenishment undertaken in September 2009, in
3
3
total section 4 lost 6,608m and the net gain was 5,583m .

As the replenishment scheme was undertaken during 2006, incorporating parts of the
old MU5, MU6 and MU7, the long term analysis is only analysed following the
replenishment works. The net loss (excluding beach replenishment) since 2006 now
totals 5,815m3.
The recording year 2006-2007 demonstrated a net loss of 5,555m3 across the whole
management unit. This loss does not include the additionally calculated loss of
9,276m3 which appears to have been lost before the OUT survey was completed. It is
known 60,000m3 was deposited across the frontage, yet the first measurement
suggests only 50,724m3 was left when the frontage was surveyed (see replenishment
scheme performance overview). A possibility for the unmeasured loss is due to the
inaccessibility to the whole beach due to the new 750m rock revetment, as material
underneath this would not have been surveyed. Some material could have been lost
during placement and before the OUT survey was conducted as material moves quickly
along this stretch of coastline. In addition, a large amount of sediment volume will have
been lost to settlement into the interstitial voids in the rock revetment and to compaction
of the beach. Table 6.1 shows the individual sections and their behaviour; Section 4,
the section containing the new rock revetment, lost an extremely large volume after
replenishment (34.7%), the large majority of which was transported east into Section 5.
By 2007-2008, the scheme has settled, however still losing material (5,160m 3).
Additionally neighbouring Section 5 also lost material (17,686m 3), this value equates to
that gained during the previous year. Overall the unit lost a further 12,132m 3.
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A further loss of in 2008-2009 totalled 1,055m3 which although a loss is not a great as
previous years.

2009-2010 witnessed a gain of 10,627m3, the only net accretion since the scheme was
completed. This figure does, however, include the deposition volume of 4,000m 3 used
to replenish Section 4. Section 4 showed a loss of 1,564m3, despite the beach
replenishment. The difference model showed a gain of material in the west of this
section, however hugely outweighed by the loss of material towards the east. With the
replenishment taken into account the natural net gain was 6,627m 3 and the overall
change for 2009-2010 in section 4 was -5,564m3.
In the most recent reporting period, the unit has gained 7,374m3, the second year
recording a gain. However accretion is strongly focussed in the east of the unit, with
significant losses shown in the west. This is in accordance with the dominant drift
direction (from west to east).
The long term analysis indicates high volumes of material being transported throughout
the management unit. Although volumes for individual years can be highly significant,
this balances out leading to a lower overall net value. This is illustrated in Table 6.1,
which show “bands” of erosion (red) and accretion (blue) of sediment movement
through the unit from west to east. For example, in 2006-2007 sections 1 and 2 have
accreted by approximately 13,000m3, the following year sections 2 and 3 have
accreted. During 2008-2009 sections 3 and 4, then most recently in 2009-2010 section
5 has accreted the 13,000m3. In accordance with this, in the most recent reporting
year, the gain in the west has reduced to 8,000m3 as more material moves out to MU24
due to the elevated beach levels increasing the likelihood/volume of material that
moves out of the section.
This beach behaviour is necessary to keep all of the management units along the east
Sussex coastline nourished. Material from MU27 (Pevensey), replenishes MU26
(Bexhill), MU26 then replenishes MU25 (Bulverhythe) which is then transported to
MU24 (Hastings). If a large terminal structure were to be introduced, the coastline east
of the structure would suffer as it would no longer receive material from other
management units; breaking the natural flow of material.
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7.0 Wave Climate & Storm Events
The wave data is recorded by a Datawell Directional Waverider Mk III located offshore
of Pevensey Bay.
This reporting year contains two storms (exceeding threshold of Hs > 3.5m) both
occurring in November 2010. This is fewer than those reported in previous years due to
a higher storm threshold being applied. The storms display similar characteristics of
significant wave heights greater than 4 m and a preceding easterly wave direction,
veering to SSW or SW at the onset of the storm. In both storms the storm peak
coincided approximately with High Water. The storm magnitudes are approaching the
largest recorded since the deployment of the waverider buoy in 2003.
A detailed analysis for the wave climate for September 2010 to August 2011 is given in
Annex D.

Figure 7.1; Monthly time series of Hs at Pevensey Bay
Blue Line – Significant wave height (Hs)
Red Line – Storm threshold (1.6m)
Green Line – Post-storm survey

Highest storm
The largest storm of the current reporting period represents a “typical” storm sequence
with wave height gradually increasing over a 10 hour period to reach a maximum H s of
4.13 m. The storm was generated by the passage of a deep depression (956 hPa) to
the north-west of Scotland, with a well defined frontal system along the English Channel
leading to sharply veering winds. This can be seen in the wave direction data, where
easterly waves became SSW at the onset of the storm. This was followed by a gradual
change in wave direction from SSW to SSE during the storm period. The peak of the
storm occurred around High Water on a spring tide with negligible tidal surge.
Second highest storm
This storm resulted from a continuation of a series of depressions crossing to the north
of the UK during November 2010. Like the largest storm in the reporting period, this
storm was preceded by easterly waves which became SW at the onset of the storm.
Again, although the storm peak occurred near High Water the storm surge was
negligible.
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8.0 Storm Performance of Beach
The storms of November 2010 exceeded the storm threshold and were considered to
have a significant effect on the coastline of MU25. A post-storm survey was carried out
on the whole management unit on the 16/11/2010.
Referring to SANDs profiles, it can be determined that the whole beach was affected by
the storm, with all profiles showing losses. An example has been provided in Figure 8.1.
The profiles lost material across the whole beach face, but a greater loss was found on
the upper beach face, often showing a retreat of 5m. The pre-storm profile shows beach
crests and troughs, whereas the post-storm profiles show a more uniform beach shape.
Some of the material lost from the beach face is found on the beach toe, indicating that
the eroded material has been translated seaward.

5m recession and
loss of berm

MHWS

Figure 8.1 Beach Profile 4c01518 Post-storm

The spring survey in 2011 has been included to identify the recovery of the beach poststorm. In the 3 months after the storm, little change can be seen. There appears to be a
small gain on the beach toe, however the beach does not seem to have fully recovered
to the initial pre-storm profile. . The 2011/2012 BMP report should look to compare the
summer profile, to identify whether the profile returns to the pre-storm form or whether it
has irreversibly changed.
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It is important to recognise the potential inconsistency in short-term trends. As with
many coastal areas a lot of annual variability is expected. Thus, drawing conclusions
with increased confidence will become possible as more data is collected, with regard
to annual losses, net sediment drift and erosion/accretion trends in section sub-units.
Scheduled future monitoring includes profile surveys in autumn 2010 and spring 2011,
and in addition post-storm surveys may be carried out if any event is deemed to have
significantly affected the frontage. An interim report will be issued on completion of the
spring profile survey, with the next BMP report scheduled to be issued after completion
of the summer 2011 beach plan survey. All historic monitoring data is accessible online
(www.channelcoast.org), and future surveys will be available after satisfying quality
assurance procedures.
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Profile Location Diagrams
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